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HIGHER ALGEBRAIC tf-THEORIES

BY

D. ANDERSON, M. KAROUBI AND J. WAGONErC)

Abstract.   A homotopy fibration is established relating the Volodin or BN-
pair definition of algebraic A'-theory to the theory defined by Quillen.

In [2] we outlined the construction of natural homomorphisms

between higher algebraic ̂ -theories K$ of [10] and [11], K?1 of [17], K% of
[16], and K*y of [7] and [8]. This was one of the steps in proving the various
definitions of higher A'-theory are equivalent. It turns out they all agree-
including the theory A"* of [14], [5], and [8]-provided one restricts to the

category of regular rings when using Kf*, See [1], [2], [5], [8] and [18]. The
purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem, announced in [2],

which yields the construction of K$ -» k'".
Theorem. For any associative ring with Identity A

GLBN(A) -> B{UF)+ -* BGUA)+

is a homotopy fibration.

For the reader's convenience and because the presentation of the BN-pau

A'-theory KfN used here is slightly different from that of [17], we shall briefly
recall the definition of GLBN and B{UF) in the first section.

1. Preliminaries. Let {Ha} be the collection of hyperplanes in «-dimensional

euclidean space R" given by the condition a = 0 where a = et — e¡, i ¥• j, is

a linear root. Here e¡ is the ith coordinate function. This determines a

stratification of R" whose strata F we call facettes as in [3]. By definition a

facette of codimension A is a component of the complement in the union of

the k-iold intersections of the 77a of the subset consisting of the union of the

(k + l)-fold intersections. Let P " be the set of facettes of R" partially ordered

by the condition that F < G iff F C G. We shall also let P" denote the

simplicial complex whose &-simplices are (k + l)-tuples (F0 < • • • < Fk)

where F¡ E P". P" is a piecewise linear triangulation of the standard (n - 1)-

simplex. The stabilization map R" -» Rn+l defined by
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(*) (xx,...,x„)^>(xx,...,xn,xn)

takes each facette F to a facette F' and preserves the relation "<". Thus we

can consider P" as a subset (or subcomplex) of P"+1 and we let F00 = ö„Pn.

If F G P", let UF C GL(n,A) be the subgroup generated by the elementary

matrices e¡j(\) where e¡ - e, > 0 on F and a G A. Note that if F G F00 lies

in P", then UF C GL(oo,^) is the direct limit UF -» i/f, -* UF. -» • ■ •.

Now for 1 < /i < oo let fi„ be the realization of the simplicial space which

in dimension A > 0 is the disjoint union of the spaces (F0 < • • • < Fk)

xBUF(j where F¡ G P". Then BM = lim^^R^ and by definition we let

B{Up) = Bgn. The inclusions BUF C BGL(n,A) induce a map

R„ -* BGL(n,A)

for   1 < « < co.  Recall  from  [2]  that  ^¿{cTf} = St(A) and  ^Rit/f}

-► »r, BE(A) is just S/^) -> £(/4).

If a • UF and /? • i/G are two left cosets in GL(n,A) define

a-UF<ßUG

to mean F < G and a • UF C ß • UG. For 2 < « < oo define Cr„ (resp. Tí,,) to

be the simplicial complex where A-simplices are (A + 1)-tuples

(«o-^„<-"<«*-^)

where F¡ E Pn and a¡ E GL(n,A), respectively a¡ G E(n,A) = the subgroup

of elementary metrices. We have G^ = indlimnGn and E^ = indlim„/in and

by definition we set

GLBN(A) = GM and EBN(A) = £„.

The group GL(n,A) acts on G„ by left multiplication: a • (aQ • UF• < • • •

< ak • UF ) = (aa0 • UF < • • • < aak • UF ) and this restricts to an action of

E(n,A)  on  En.  Moreover,  wnGLBN(A) = KX(A)  and  GLBN(A) = KX(A)

XEBN(A).See[ll].

Now let G = E(A) and define F{a • UF) to be the pullback of the diagram

E{a-UF)-----*EG

i
l
l

R{t/F} —:-► BG
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Here we let EG be the realization of the simplicial set whose A>simplices are

(k + l)-tuples (g0,... ,gk). The universal principal G-bundle tr: EG -* BG is

defined by

«<ío» • • • <8k) = (gfj-'gi. • • • .¿¿"-I**)*

See [2]. Let E(a ■ UF) C EG denote the contractible subcomplex whose k-

simplices are those (k + l)-tuples for which g¡ E a • UF for 0 < /' < k. Then

E{a • UF) is the realization of the simplicial space which in dimension k > 0

is the disjoint union of the spaces

(«o ^<---<«*-í/js)x*(«o-£^)

where F¡ E F00. Hence by [10, Lemma for Theorem B] the natural map

E{a • UF} -» EBN(A) is a homotopy equivalence. Since EG is contractible the

"nine-lemma" [15] implies

E{a • UF} -> B{UF} -♦ BG

is a homotopy fibration and so

EBN(A) -» B(Up} -> BG

is a homotopy fibration. Similarly letting G = GL(A) there is a homotopy

fibration

GLBN(A) -* B{Up) -* BGL(A).

We must show this remains a fibration when the "plus-construction" is

performed on the second and third spaces. Since the universal cover of

BGL(A)+ is BE(A)+ and since trxBGL(A)+ - KX(A), to prove the main

theorem it suffices to prove

Theorem 1. For any associative ring with identity A

EBN(A) -* B{UF}+ -> BE(A)+

is a homotopy fibration.

The idea of the proof is to consider the diagram

EBN(A)-► B{UF}-► BE(A)

1 1 1
X-► B{UF} + —¡—* BE(A)+
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where X is the homotopy theoretic fiber of the map/. Suppose we can verify

that:
(I) EBN(A) is a connected 77-space such that E(A) = itx BE(A) acts trivially

on H*(EBN(A)), and

(II) A- is a connected 77-space.

Note that BE (A) is simply connected and so its fundamental group acts

trivially on H+(X). Then since the "plus-construction" preserves homology,

the Comparison Theorem for the spectral sequence of a fibration [9] implies

EBN(A) -*■ X is a homology equivalence. Hence it is a homotopy equivalence

by [4, Lemma 6.2]. Condition (I) will be established in §2 and §3; (II) will be

shown in §4 by seeing that B{UF) -* BE(A)+ is an /7-map and so by the

proof of Theorem 2 of [13] its homotopy fiber is an //-space.

For convenience we state the following lemma of [18, Lemma 3.3]. Let K

denote a partially ordered set and also the corresponding simplicial complex.

Let/: K -* P" be a map of partially ordered sets. Thus for each vertex v of K,

f(v) is a facette of R". Now let g: K -* Pn be any map of sets (not necessarily

order preserving). Give K X I the standard triangulation as a partially ordered

set where / = {0,1} with 0 < 1. Together/and g define a map

{vertices of Kx /}-»?"

which does not necessarily preserve order except on K X 0.

Lemma. There is a triangulation (Kx I)' of the simplicial complex KX I as a

partially ordered set which refines the standard triangulation of KX I leaving

KXO unchanged, and there is an order preserving map w: (KX I)' -* P" of the

vertices of this new triangulation such that

(&)w\KxO=f;
(b) if v is a vertex of Kxl in the new and also in the old triangulation, then

w(v) = g(v);

(c) if g: K -* P" is order preserving, then K X I with the new triangulation is

just a copy of K;

(d) if o = (v0 < • • • < vk) is a simplex of the standard triangulation of

KX I,v is a vertex in a of the new triangulation, and e¡j(\) lies in U^j for

0 < s < A, then

ev(k) E U^.

2. 77-space structure on EBN(A). In this section we show the direct sum

homomorphism

■•'-(;?)
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from E(m,A) X E(n,A) to E(m + n,Ä) induces an i/-space structure on

EBN(A). Compare [16].

For this it will be convenient to describe facettes F G F" in terms of

partitions of the set {ex,...,en}oi standard dual basis vectors for Rn. We write

F = Xx\X2\--\Xr

to mean that F is determined by the conditions

<?,. -e,. = 0      ife,,e,G*a,

e¡ - eir > 0      if e¡ G Xa, e} E Xß, and a < ß.

If n = oo we require that each Xa is finite for 1 < a < r. Let m, n < oo and

let F - A¡ I • • • |Xr and G - Yx | • • • | Yt lie in Pm and Pn respectively. Define

F®G = xx\---\xr\Y'x\---\Y's

where Yj is obtained from rj by adding n to the indices of the e¡ to get a subset

of {em+1,... ,em+n). If Fx < F2 and G, < G2, then F, © G, < F2 © G2.
We shall let A G F" be the diagonal facette defined by setting all e¡ - e}

= 0. There is another stabilization map F -» F © A from Pm to Pm+n which

is not quite the same as n repetitions F-> F™ of (*) of §1. However,

Fw < F © A for all F E Pm and if a- UF<ß- UG, then there is a

commutative square

(aei) r7F(M)<(aei)-c7c(ll)

A A

(a © 1) • UF<S)£L < (a © 1) • f7c$A

which shows [12] that the two stabilization maps Em -* Fm+/I defined respec-

tively by

a • UF -* (a © 1) • Uf(n)   and   a • UF -> (a © 1) • i/fœA

are homotopic. Note that the second stabilization does not take the base point

f7A of Em to the base point i/A of Em+n. However, consider the contractible

complex Pm as embedded in Em by the correspondence F'-* UF. Then

stabilization Fm -* Em+n via F -» F © A takes Fm to Pm+H and hence

determines a base point preserving map well defined up to base point

preserving homotopy. From now on in this section we use the second

stabilization.

If a0 • UFq <ax-UFi in Em and ß0 ■ UGq < ßx • UG[ and E„, then (a0 © i80)

1 UF0<BGa < (ai © ßi) • ^œc, in Em+n. This gives a map
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W3 m     —"n ''m+n

which does not preserve base point; but since ^„(P" X P") C pm+nt it does

determine a base point preserving map well defined up to base point

preserving homotopy.

Proposition 2. The diagrams (n > 2)

En xEn -rfiJ» *»2n

(*♦) 7n,n

►F,- xE2

72n,2n

Jln
■* E.

4n

are commutative up to base point preserving homotopy and give rise to an H-space

structure on EBN(A).

Proof of Proposition 2. The left-hand restriction map $ = ynjl : En X i/A

-* /ijn *s defined by a • UF-* (a © 1) • UFm¿. The main step will be to show

that $ is homotopic by a base point preserving homotopy to the right-hand

restriction ^ = \n: t/A X En -* E2n, which is given by the correspondence

a • Up-* (I © a) • U±QF. The two maps EnxEn-* E4n of (**) are induced

by the homomorphisms

(a)

and

(b)

faß)

faß)

fa 0   0 0>

0 10 0

0 0   ß 0

i0 0   0 1

'a 0 0   0>

0 ß 0   0

0 0 10
U) 0 0   1>

The homotopy commutativity of (**) is obtained by applying essentially the

same argument for $ ~ ^ to the "second and third rows and columns."

Finally, the ynn are telescoped together to give the 77-space structure on

EHN(A).
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The proof that $ ~ V will be based on the matrix identities

(a0\   (a~l0\      /10\

\0 l)'\ 0   a) ~ \0a/'

•(iiO-dO-iii)
together with the following six commutative squares wherein if x, v, and z

matrices, then x -»* v means v = x - z:

(i) (i Í1)

(ii) (-i Ï)

f5 "Ï
(Ï ?) — (1 Î)

•       IS    o\

(. î)1^1 r. ï)

(.. a^ (j i)

-i -i
(i s ï )

(-aô     î)

(iii) (s r1)
i_-ii

/6     0\

/ o i\i!Lii /  o i\
^-a    0/ ^-ctô     oy

(ïs n

(iv)

(v)

(î 1)    J 1    (i I)
/«     l-6\

/   0     1\  1°       1  \    (   0     1  \
\-a    a/ \-otS    a6/

(0    a) [û    ai|

(vi) (î 1) I       (1     0\ I
(1    o\\°    ¿J (l    0 \
\0    a/ Vo    a6/

(J 1)

5/ep 1. Consider the correspondence
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0) «-ifr->(¡¡¡)-w

The commutative square (i) shows this is order preserving and hence defines

a simplicial map $, : En -* E^. But

(o i ) e u™

so therefore

Hence $, = $.

S/ep 2. Before applying (ii) a preliminary homotopy of $x must be made.

ForeachF = Xx\X2\-->\XrinPnlet£i oc F - {e„+1,.-.,«2«)Ia! 1^21 ',m\K-
If F < G then, A ce F < A cc G; and if 5 G í/^, then 6 © 1 G UàozF.
Hence the correspondence

0-5) *'Uf^(1\)-Ua*f

preserves order and defines a simplicial map $,5: En-* E^. We claim that

$i and $] s are homo topic by a base point preserving homotopy: Let gx and

g2 be the two order preserving maps from P" to P2" defined respectively by

gx(F) = F © A and g2(F) = A ce F. Apply Lemma of §1 to find a subdivi-
sion (Pn X I)' of P" XI and an order preserving map w: (Pn X I)' -*■ P2"

satisfying conditions (a) through (d). Now consider the simplicial map

it: En -* P" which takes the vertex a • UF to the vertex F. This is nondegener-

ate on simplices. Similarly, if we give EnX I and P" XI the standard

triangulations, then the natural simplicial map it X 1 : En XI -» P" x I is also

nondegenerate on each simplex. Hence the subdivision (PH X I)' of P" XI

induces a subdivision (£„ X /)' of En X /. Now let a = (aQ • UFo < • • •

< ak • Up ) be a simplex of En and let v be a vertex in the standard

triangulation of ir(o) X I in P" X I. Then w(v) = F © A or w(v) = A a F

where F is one of the F¡. Since 8 © 1 G C/feA and 5 © 1 G t/A a f for each

ÍG [/f, condition (d) of the Lemma shows that 5 © 1 G í//^ for any vertex

v of the new triangulation of it(o) X I. Now let u be any vertex in the new

triangulation of o XI and let v = (it x l)(u). Define

«*o-(JJ)-n*.
The above remarks show ß(«) is independent of the representative ot0 of the

class aQ • Up and we get a simplicial map fi: (En X I)' -*■ E^ which is the
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required homotopy between $( and $15.

Now consider the correspondence

0-5') «-^-(^D-tW-

The commutative square (ii) shows this is order preserving and induces a

simplicial map $', 5: En -* F2n sucn that $'1.5 = *i.s because (_!„?) G l/A a F

for all F G F". Arguing as above, we see that $', 5 is homotopic to the

simplicial map i»2 : En -* F^ defined by the correspondence

(2) «-^-(_°aî)-^eA-

■Step 3. Consider the map

(3) *'U'-+(Vo) 'U^-

The square (iii) shows this is order preserving and we get a simplicial map

$3 : En -» F2n which agrees with 4>2 because

(o°l )e ^a   for all F G F".

Step 4. Square (iv) shows that the correspondence

defines an order preserving simplicial map $4 : En -* F^ which agrees with

■Step 5. As in Step 2 it is first necessary to deform 3»4 by a homotopy before

using (v). Recall [18] that if F G F" is of the form F = XX\X2\--- \Xr, then

F D F G F2" is defined as

FDF = A'i|A'1|À'2|À'2|---|*;l*',

where X\ C {en+x,... ,e2n} is obtained from X¡ by adding « to the indices of

the e, G X¡. Consider the two mapsgx,g2: {vertices of F"} -> P2" defined by

gj (F) = F © A and g2(F) = F D F. The map gx is order preserving but g2 is

not! Apply the Lemma of §1 to construct a simplicial map w: (Pn x I)' -* P2"

satisfying (a) through (d). As in Step 2, let a = (a0 • UFq < • • • < ak • UF) be

a simplex of En and let v be a vertex in the standard triangulation of it(o) XI

in P" X I. Then w(v) = F © A or H>(t>) = F D F where Fis one of the F¡. Now

for each 8 G UF, the matrix (* 'j') lies in L^eA and also in UFaF. Hence
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condition (d) of the Lemma shows that (J '7*) G U^ for each vertex v oí the

new triangulation of ir(o)xl in (P"xl)'. For any vertex « in the new

triangulation of a X I in (En X I)' let v = (tr X l)(u) and define

Then the preceding remarks show ß(«) is independent of the representative Oq

of ccq • UF and we get a simplicial map ÏÏ: (EnX I)' -» E^. Let $4 — Í2|

(En X I)'. For each vertex v of ir(o) X 1 in the standard triangulation, the

matrix (\°x) belongs to U^v\. Hence by (d) of the Lemma this matrix belongs

to i/^j,) for any vertex v of (ir(o) X 1)'. Therefore for any vertex u in (0 x 1) we

have

•4W-(í¿)-«Uí

where i> = (w X 1)(m). See (v). Since (¿ 'j4) G U^ for every 8 E UF, this

new formula for $4 is independent of the choice of representative a0 of a0 ■ UFa

by (v). Since Co '«*) belongs to  UL9F and to  UFnF for fi G Up^ and

F = F0.FA, we can construct as above a homotopy between 04 and

<by En-* E2n defined by the order preserving correspondence

Step 6. Finally (vi) shows that $5 is the same as ¥, which is defined by

because (q~x) lies in each U¿9F.

The homotopy between $ and ^ in Steps 1 through 6 does not keep the base

point fixed. However, it can be deformed to one which does, because

A cc A = A D A and hence £/A is deformed along a path of the form y * y-1

where y is the path traced out by i/A during the first three steps of the

argument.   Q.E.D.

3. Action on the fiber. In §1 we saw that there is a homotopy equivalence

9: X -» E{a • UF} s EBN(A) where X is the homotopy fiber of B{UF)
-* BE(A).

Proposition 3. Under 0 the action of ir, BE(A) on X can be identified up to

homotopy with left multiplication of E(A) on E{a • UF) which, moreover, induces

the identity on Ht(E{a • UF}).
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Proof. If /: K -> L is any map we convert it into an actual fibration

Xj-* Ej-\ Las usual by letting E¡ be the set of pairs (x, w) where x E K and

w is a path in L with w(l) = f(x). The map ttj takes (x, u>) to w(0). The fiber Xj

consists of those (x, w) for which w(0) = base point of L. Applying this to the

horizontal rows of the pullback square of §1 defining E{a • UF) gives the

commutative diagram

pt ■+G

-+E,

■+E,

■+G

-rEG

■+ BG

Since G is discrete, 7r has the unique path lifting property. This implies E¡ is

homomorphic to the pullback of ttj and it. Hence all the horizontal and vertical

rows are fibrations, X¡ -» X¡ is a homeomorphism, and X¡ at E¡ because EG is

contractible. A specific homotopy equivalence 0: X¡ -* E¡ is defined by

0(x, v) = (x, v(l); v) where v is the unique path in EG starting at the base point

and lifting v. Now let y be a fixed loop in BG representing g E irx BG. Then

0(g • (x,v)) = 0(x,y *v) = (x,y* v(l);y * v)

and

g • 6(x,v) = g • (x,v(l); v) = (x,g- KO;g • V).

It follows using the standard construction as in [6] for the universal cover of

BG that these two maps are homotopic.

It remains to show the correspondence a • UF -* g a • UF induces the

identity on H+(E{a ■ UF}) = H+(EBN(A)). Any homology class is supported

in some En and we can choose n large enough to have g E E(n,A). In §2 it

was shown that there is a subdivision (En X I)' of the standard triangulation

of E„ x I such (En x 0)' = En X 0 and (En x I)' = En X I and there is a

simplicial map A: (En X I)' -* E2n having the property that A0 = A|Fn X 0 is

a • Up -» (a © 1) • U,/"©A

andAj = A|£„x 1 is
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O • Up -» (1 © «) • U^p.

Hence g • hQ: En -> E^ defined by

a • Up -» (ga © 1) • UF9&¡

is homotopic to g ■ hx : En -* E^ defined by

a • Up -» (g © a) • U^p.

Therefore it suffices to show g • A, is homotopic to the map En -* E^ given by

a-UF-+(l<Ba)-Utep.

Since g G Tí (m, .4) is the product of elements lying in the subgroups Up, this

fact is in turn a consequence of several applications of the following: Let

G < G' in P" and assume g G UG.. Let x G E(n,A). Then the two maps

En -* E2n defined respectively by

«•^-(íí)-«í

and

-M?:)-«*
are homotopic. But this is clear because

(;:)-w<(;;)-w-(?.°)-«4

'cef

G'&F-

4. 77-space structure on B{UF) . In this section we show how direct sum of

matnces gives an 77-space structure on B{UF) .

By a sheaf of spaces over a simplicial complex K we mean a collection

X = {Xg), o = simplex of K, together with connecting maps iaT : XT -* Xg for

a < T such that /0T o / = / whenever a < t < y. The realization lA'l of A"

is the disjoint union l\„ck ° x X0 modulo the identification setting (x,y)

= (x',y') iff x = x' and / = igT(y) for y E XT,y' E Xg, and a < t. Any

simplicial subdivision /T of K induces a subdivision X' of X as follows: For t

a simplex of A" let X'r = Xa where a is the smallest simplex of K containing t.

If t < t' and a, a' are the smallest simplices of K containing t, t' respectively,

then o- < a' and we let Ly = /ao,. The natural map |A"| -» |A"| is a homeo-

morphism. Define XX I to be the sheaf of spaces over KX I by setting

(XXI)T — Xg where o is the smallest simplex of Ksuch that r C aXl. The

space 5„ is clearly the realization of a sheaf of spaces of the form BUF over P".
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The direct sum homomorphism © from E(m,A) X E(n,A) -* E(m + n,A)

gives a family of compatible homomorphisms

©: VFXUG-+UF9G

and hence a family of compatible maps

<B:BUFXBUG-*BUF9G

which fit together to give maps

Pm,n-SmXBa^Bm+n.

By the universal property of the "plus construction" we get base point

preserving maps

A word about base points: The complex P" can be embedded in Bn by sending

x G o = (F0 < • • • < Fk) to (x, base point of BUF\ The base point * of Bn

is (A, base point of BU¡). The map pmn does not preserve the base point but

PnJJP"1 X F") C pm+n. Hence pmn determines a base point preserving map

p*„ defined up to base point preserving homotopy. Also, the stabilization map

BH -* Bjj, given by BUF-* BUF9¿ is not the standard inclusion Bn ̂  B^

which is given by BUF^> BUF(n). However, F(rt) < F© A for all F G F"

implies these two maps are homotopic up to a base point preserving

homotopy; so from now on we use the stabilization induced by F -» F © A.

Proposition 4. For n > 3 the diagrams

K *Bt->Bt„xBtn

Pn.n

are homotopy commutative and give rise to an H-space structure on B(UF}   in

such a way that B{UF)   -* BE(A)   is an H-map.

Remark. It follows immediately from [13] that the homotopy theoretic fiber

X oí B{Up}   -* BE(A)   is a connected//-space as required by (II) of §1.

Proof of Proposition 4. The restriction map 4> = p„ „ : /7+ x * -> B^

comes from the inclusion Bn -* B^ induced by the stabilization homomor-

phism

Pln,2n

Btn
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*(«)-(; 5) e i/f9A.

The essential step in the proof is to show that the restriction map

* = Pn,n**K-+B2\

is homotopic to $ by a base point preserving homotopy. Note that ¥ is

induced by the homomorphism

satisfying \p(UF) C £/Aef for each F G F". By the universal property of the

"plus construction" it suffices to show

(t) For n > 3 the maps $, ¥: R„ -> fi¿ are homotopic by a base point

preserving homotopy.

In fact B2n is simply connected for 2 < n so it suffices to show $ and ¥ are

homotopic as maps into B^. To prove this we shall use the following matrix

identities:

(i o) = (o i )(u)(o 1 )•

(ï-.1)(SÎK-°.i)-(i2>
Step 1. Consider the homomorphism <¡>x : E(n,A) -* E(2n,A) given by

♦.«-(.,,)(..)(¿!)-(;v>
For each F G F" the matrix (¿ ",' ) G UF@¡i ; so <bx (UF) C í/feA. The induced

maps BUp-* BUF@¿ fit together to give a map «P, : Bn-* B^. The construc-

tion of [12] gives a specific homotopy HF: BUFX I -» BUF^ for each facette

F G P" between the maps induced by the conjugate homomorphisms <b and

4>, such that HF\BUpX I = HFwhenever F < F'. Hence these homotopies fit

together to give a homotopy H: BnXl -* B^ from S> to $x.

Step 2. Let /, g: P" -> P2n be defined by f(F) = F © A and g(F) = F
D F. The map/preserves order but g does not. Apply the lemma of §1 to find

an order preserving map w: (P" X I)' -* P2n of some subdivision of the

standard triangulation of P" X I satisfying (a) through (d). This subdivision

induces a subdivision (Bn X I)' of Bn X I. Consider a simplex a = (F0 < • • •

< Fk)in P" and let v be any vertex of a simplex in the standard triangulation

of oX I. Then w(v) = F © A or w(v) = F D F where F is one of the facettes
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F, The formula for <bx shows that <bx(UF) C U^ and hence by (d) the same

inclusion holds for any vertex v of (o X /)'. This yields homotopy fl: (Bn X I)'

-> B^ between $j and the map $j : (Bn x 1)' -» 52/1 defined as the restriction

of ß to (F„ x 1)'. Now for F G F" the matrix (j?) belongs to UFUF.

Applying (d) of the lemma shows that ({?) G U^ for any vertex v of

(Pn x 1)'. Let 4>2: E(n,A) -* £(2n,^i) be defined by

^-(liXiVX-1,,)-^')
and let $2 be the induced map. More precisely, if v is a vertex of (Pn X 1)', let

a = (F0 < • • • < Fk) be the smallest simplex of F" X 1 such that v G a. Then

^(r/rç) C U^ so there is an induced map BUFo -» Fi/^v). These fit together

to give $2. Since (}?) G U^ for any vertex v of (Pn X 1)', the conjugate

homomorphisms <bx and <f>2 give rise to homotopic maps $'( and S>2.

Now let /, g: F" -» P2n be defined by /(F) - F D F and g(F) = A © F.

The map g preserves order but / does not. Use the lemma to construct a

homotopy w: (P" X I)' -» P2n satisfying (a) through (d). Again let a = (F0

< • • • < Fk) be a simplex of P" X 1 ^ P" and let v be a vertex in the

standard triangulation. Then w(v) = F D F or w(v) = A © F where F is one

of the F¡. The formula for <b2 shows that <p2(UF ) C f/', -, and hence by (d) the

same is true for any vertex v of (o X I)'. As above there is a homotopy between

G>2 and $2 : 5„ -* 772„ which, by definition, is obtained by fitting together the

maps BUp-> BUà<sF induced by <p2.

Step 3. Let <i>3 : E(n,A) -» F(2n,/i) be defined by

*3(«) = (U"l1)(oa¡1)(ol) = (oa)-

Note that tb3 = ^. Since (¿"¡') G f7Aef for all F G F" we get a homotopy

between 3>2 and ^ as in Step 1.

To show the homotopy commutativity of the diagram in Proposition 4 one

applies essentially the same arguments as above to the second and third rows

and columns of the homomorphisms (a) and (b) of §2.

Finally, the maps pnn: B* X B* -> B2n telescope together to give the H-

space structure on B{UF}+. That B{UF} -> BE (A) is an //-map follows

immediately from the fact that the //-space structure on BE(A) arises from

the direct sum maps

BE(n,A) X BE(n,A) -> BE(2n,A)

and that we have a strictly commutative diagram
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BnxBn->B2n

BE(n, A) x BE(n, A)-► BE(2n, A)

which commutes up to base point preserving homotopy when the "plus

construction" is performed.   Q.E.D.
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